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2.0.0.849Â . Image caption The constellation

is named for the Greek god Atlas, who
carried the globe for aeons The International
Astronomical Union has approved the name

Atlas for a small group of stars in the
constellation Orion. The group was formerly

known as Messier 26 and known to be a
naked eye object, despite its long-standing
catalogue entry. The official IAU designation

of Atlas is a "combination of the Ancient
Greek for 'I hold up the sky' and 'heart of the
lion'". Atlas was the name of the god of the

cosmic order and the universe in Greek
mythology. The name was proposed in 1985

by the Los Angeles branch of the
International Astronomical Union, as part of

the XXVth meeting, held in the Hawaiian
islands. Atlas Minor was the name of a
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proposed but unrecognised ninth object of
the Messier Catalogue. The name, which was

never approved, is now used for a sparse
group of stars in the constellation Centaurus,

lying some 1400 light years away in the
constellation Centaurus. 'Greater success'

The proposal for the name Atlas for Messier
26 itself was made by Mr Don Morrison, a

New Jersey-based space enthusiast who now
lives in Los Angeles. "Having some great

success in applying stars from the northern
hemisphere to the International

Astronomical Union's appendixes, I thought
I'd try my luck and name a star, more of a
dense cluster," he said. "I chose the term

Atlas Minor, as this cluster was similar in size
to the South American and African

megalithic pyramids. I got a lot of mileage
out of that. Even my wife's astrologers called

me a madman, but we are still alive." "His
wife, Renate, liked it so much that she had

him place a star after her name. Hence,
Atlas Minor." The name passed to the
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